CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

This research used the Chaika’s theory (2004) on types of jargon and the meaning of jargon used Holmes’s theory (1992). The writer used Oxford dictionary for the lexical meaning and football glossary supporting by football newspaper and description on the video to analyze the contextual meaning.

After analyzing 15 data which are considered as football jargon taken from 15 chants of Premier League in youtube, the writer finds out that three finding in this research. First is the kinds of jargon, there are 15 jargon contains 7 words, 4 phrases, and 2 acronym and 2 abbreviation. The word and phrase form is dominant in premier league fan chants because in the chants the lyrics will be hard to sing in the form of acronym or abbreviation.

Second is the lexical meaning of the jargon word in Premier League fan chants as shown in 15 data. Every data has meaning and can be identify the meaning in the dictionary. Jargon in Premier League fan chants appears in the form of existed words as a common words.

Third is the contextual meaning of football jargon can be found when analyze the context of using the language. Football glossary, football newspaper, and the description of the videos becomes a reference to analyze every word spoken jargon. The 15 data are also has the meanings. Every word has explained the contextual meaning in chapter III and even two syllables of word created a new meaning. The context change the meaning of words into a new meaning of the specific term only relates football. Some of football jargon word in Premier
League fan chants are commonly found in frequently life, but the meaning of the jargon words are different with people daily life.